Mandolin parts diagram

Mandolines are comprised of a number of parts that make the mandoline function properly and
provide an assortment of cutting options. Other models that have interchangeable blades and
accessories, by default have a larger inventory of mandoline parts. One benefit to a model that
has multiple mandoline parts is that if you need to replace something, you can simple replace
only the parts you need, without having to replace the entire mandoline. Most manufacturers
offer replacement mandoline parts for just that purpose, so if you need to replace something
you can contact the manufacturer directly. Below is a listing of some types of mandoline parts
so you can familiarize yourself with what they are and what they do. Depending on the model of
mandoline you are using, all of these parts may not be applicable. Main plate, platform or
carriage â€” This is the portion of the mandoline that the food is slid across prior to coming in
contact with the blade. Main cutting plate or cutting blade â€” The primary blade in the
mandoline used to make straight cuts. This is one of the most likely mandoline parts that may
need to be replaced due to frequency of use. In some models, there are multiple main cutting
plates or blades that can be interchanged, depending on the desired thickness. Waffle cutting
blade â€” This blade makes waffle-like cuts, such as for fries. Grating or shaving blades â€”
Some models have accessories that allow for grating or shaving as well. Julienne cutting blades
â€” These blades are set up with blades that are perpendicular to the main cutting blade to slice
food into thin julienne strips. There may be different thicknesses of julienne cuts available.
Folding stand â€” This holds the mandoline in place on a table, counter or other surface so that
it can be used properly. Not all mandolines contain a folding stand, but for those that do, it is
one of the mandoline parts that are more likely than others to need replacing, since it is
constantly folded and unfolded. Safety guard or hand guard â€” This holder protects fingers
and hands from being injured while operating the mandoline and guides the food across the
main plate towards the cutting blade. This is one of the most important mandoline parts related
to safety. Safety guard stops â€” Another of the important mandoline parts related to safety.
This keeps operators of the instrument safe. Screws, nuts, hinges, levers and handles â€”
Depending on the model, there may be a number of small mandoline parts, such as screws,
nuts, hinges, levers and handles that keep the unit functioning properly and allow blades to be
easily interchanged. Not all styles will contain all of these mandoline parts and the names of
mandoline parts may vary slightly from model to model ie. Some mandolines come fully
assembled in the box and others come with a selection of mandoline parts and instructions for
how to properly assemble the utensil. Be sure that prior to operating a mandoline , all
mandoline parts are assembled correctly and tightly to ensure proper use and avoid to injury.
For additional information on mandolines or mandoline topics please visit our mandoline article
center. All Rights Reserved. Search by Type. Search by Brand. RSS Feeds. Mandoline Parts
Overview By Mandolines. Cheers to you and your team!! Excellent work! I couldn't be happier
with everything. Neck finish looks killer and playability is on another level! Truly inspiring. I
cannot thank you enough. I cannot say enough good things about The X. It is infinitely playable,
easy to look at and very pleasing to the ear. If I ever got any actual playing skill, I could probably
take over the world with this thing. Thank You Sir. Man these guitars are great. The construction
is impeccable and the tone and volume are as good as it gets on the custom front. These
guitars will surely be flooding the scene as soon as people get to hear them. The mandolin
came in yesterday and I just got it from the office today. This is an outstanding instrument. The
sound is even more than I expected from the videos online. You and your crew are very talented
in this art and business you run at making great high quality instruments at a darn good price.
Will report back after some much anticipated playing time. Have a good one. Where do I begin?
The woods are beautiful, and the finish and binding bring out their character. It sparkles. The
binding, by the way, is extraordinary. Gold hardware complements the woods and finish, and
the scalloped tailpiece lends itself perfectly to the shape of the mandolin. It is an aesthetic
celebration. When you mentioned that it is very easy to play you understated it: the radiused
fretboard and setup give it an effortless feel. Traveler 25 embodies the Zen of mandolin playing,
and you are the Zen Master. Thanks, Steve, for your creation. The little Traveler has arrived. I
must say it leaves my Weber Y2K standing in the dust. I tried a couple of dozen different pick
weights and materials till I adopted a couple that seem to work best with the Traveler and, as
fortune would have it, my old Tone Guard fits her like a glove. Superb job Steve. The frets are
quite nice. Top nut to tailpiece. She sings so sweetly. AND I believe you will find a niche with the
celtic crowd as the Traveler just loves to play fast and Irish or Scottish. I am so glad I chose the
satin finish and the gold clamshell tailpiece. I am highly happy and my wife likes it too. Now that
I have one, it still is the sound. How wonderful. As we go along I will have some other requests.
Thank you for the gift and extra strings. Take care Steve and thanks again. Your friend Bruce.
People Love Us Cheers to you and your team!! This error message is only visible to WordPress
admins Error: No posts found. Sounds silly, but as a kid I kept naming the bridge as nut and

vice versa and I really could never remember the name of the truss rod. So, I decided to solve
this problem in the same way that I solved the issue I had with naming different instruments in
the mandolin family. I am very proud of this article, really. I keep going back to it to see all those
pictures and repeat these names! The main mandolin parts are simple enough for anybody to
remember. We have three main mandolin parts:. The mandolin body is where the mandolin
sound is produced. The type of wood used is important and it defines also the price of the
instrument. The back and the sides of the body are made of maple, birch, mahogany or
rosewood. All these types of wood are harder than spruce used in the top of the body. The most
frequent wood used is maple. The sound holes are used to let the sound come out of the body
via air movement. We have two types of sound holes, the round hole , more frequently used in
bowl-back and A-type mandolins, and the F-shaped holes that are very similar to the violin
sound holes. As the scroll is a body part, it may affect the sound, but certainly the scroll has an
even more important function : decoration. You will find Europeans preferring mandolins
without a scroll, i. A-type or bowlback mandolins, while Americans will select F-type mandolins.
As for most things in life, feel free to select the one you like best. Points are another distinctive
part of F-type mandolins. Although you may think that they serve only as cosmetic, I believe
that they have a function also to improve the holding position of the mandolin. Mandolins with
points are easier to hold, as the bottom point will rest on your thigh, elevating the mandolin to a
more comfortable position. If you want to read more on how to hold a mandolin in another post,
Playing mandolin without back pain. The pick guard is an optional accessory that is typically
used to protect the mandolin from getting scratched from the pick when playing chords, but is
used also as a place to rest the third and fourth fingers. Pick guards are not recommended ,
unless they are provided by the mandolin manufacturer, as they can restrict the volume of
sound. This is because they are attached on the soundboard, which is the main part responsible
for the mandolin sound. The bridge is an important wooden piece that has two functions. It is a
guide to line up the strings , but more importantly it transfers the string vibrations from the
strings to the soundboard top part of the body. The bridge, is held in place only by the strings
pressure , so when you replace your strings it can fall of in case you remove all strings at the
same time. So, you either replace one string at a time, or you need to learn how to place the
bridge at the right spot. The tailpiece is both a decorative and a functional mandolin part. We
attach the strings on the tailpiece and this is why the tailpiece is attached on the mandolin body
and will not fell when strings are removed. The tailpiece comes as a stamped or cast piece of
metal. The neck is a long part that is attached to the mandolin body and allows the strings to
run at the length required to produce the mandolin beautiful sound. The neck consists of the
following mandolin parts, described in more detail in the paragraphs below:. The fretboard is a
thin piece of hard wood with very precise channels that are used to host the frets. The frets are
usually pressed or hammered to the fretboard, while the fretboard is glued to the neck. Frets are
metal strips attached on the fingerboard vertically. As you place your finger between two frets
and press the string to the fretboard, you are actually shortening the length of the string. The
sound pitch that a string produces depends on the length of the string as well as how tight or
loose the string is , so by using the frets one can produce different notes and sounds. The fret
markers are small pearl dots placed in the fingerboard at specific positions. These markers help
the mandolin player to easily put her fingers on the correct fret, and this is why you may find
them as well on the side of the neck facing up. Fret markers are positioned at frets 5, 7, 10 and
The Florida, is named after the state of Florida, because of the resemblance in shape. The
Florida is actually an extension of the fingerboard, allowing the mandolin to reach very high
pitches. You can try to play them, but you will find it difficult to find music that makes se of
them anyway! The headstock is a wooden piece at the end of the neck , that supplies a place to
fasten the tuners. You will usually find the mandolin brand name at this place, but it is also a
good spot to put a little sticker with your name as well on the back! The nut is located at the end
of the fingerboard and its function is to guide the strings towards the tuners. The nut is a
slotted piece of plastic. The tuners are used to tune your mandolin, so read this carefully. The
tuners are gear-driven pegs to which we attach the strings. To change the pitch of an open
un-fretted string, i. The truss-rod cover is a plate on the headstock that hides an optional but
important mandolin part, the truss-rod. This part may save you visits to the luthier, so if you
have it, good for you! Note that to adjust the truss-rod, you need to remove the truss-rod plate.
The Mandolin Parts, illustrated F-type. View Larger Image. The Main Mandolin Parts The main
mandolin parts are simple enough for anybody to remember. We have three main mandolin
parts: â€” The mandolin body. Keep reading to learn more about each part. The Mandolin Body
The mandolin body is where the mandolin sound is produced. The mandolin body consists of
the following mandolin parts: The Sound Holes. The Scroll. The Points. The Pick Guard. The
Bridge. The Tail Guard. Sound holes The sound holes are used to let the sound come out of the

body via air movement. Points Points are another distinctive part of F-type mandolins. Pick
guard The pick guard is an optional accessory that is typically used to protect the mandolin
from getting scratched from the pick when playing chords, but is used also as a place to rest
the third and fourth fingers. Bridge The bridge is an important wooden piece that has two
functions. Tailpiece The tailpiece is both a decorative and a functional mandolin part. The
Mandolin Neck The neck is a long part that is attached to the mandolin body and allows the
strings to run at the length required to produce the mandolin beautiful sound. The neck
consists of the following mandolin parts, described in more detail in the paragraphs below:
Fingerboard Frets Fret markers Florida Fretboard The fretboard is a thin piece of hard wood
with very precise channels that are used to host the frets. Frets Frets are metal strips attached
on the fingerboard vertically. Fret Markers The fret markers are small pearl dots placed in the
fingerboard at specific positions. Florida The Florida, is named after the state of Florida,
because of the resemblance in shape. The Mandolin Head Head Stock The headstock is a
wooden piece at the end o
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f the neck , that supplies a place to fasten the tuners. Nut The nut is located at the end of the
fingerboard and its function is to guide the strings towards the tuners. Tuners The tuners are
used to tune your mandolin, so read this carefully. Truss-rod and truss-rod cover The truss-rod
cover is a plate on the headstock that hides an optional but important mandolin part, the
truss-rod. About the Author: Christos Rizos. Welcome to my adventures! Related Posts.
Mandolin Strings: Materials, Gauges and how to find your favorite set of strings. September
27th, 2 Comments. Mandolin Maintenance, Care and Cleaning. October 22nd, 12 Comments.
Selecting a mandolin â€” Wood. June 8th, 8 Comments. Online Mandolin Tuner, with
microphone. March 16th, 0 Comments. Why a trained ear is a must-have requirement for any
musician? November 18th, 0 Comments. Easy Mandolin Tuning for Guitar Players. February
2nd, 1 Comment. Play Songs! Try our second guide: Mandolin Chords - Playing Songs e-book.
Go to Top.

